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BUT ONE SAID... by Theodosia Garrison

I heard two soldiers talking
As they came down the Hill-
The sombre Hill of Calvary-
Dark and bleak and still.

And one said, "The night is late;
These thieves take long to die!"
And one said, "I am sore afraid-
And yet I know not why!"

I heard two women weeping
As down the Hill they came;
And one was like a broken rose-
And one was like a flame;

And one said, "Now men shall rue
This deed their hands have done!"
But one said only, through her tears-
"My Son! My Son! My Son!"

I heard two angels singing,
Ere yet the dawn was bright!
And they were clad in shining robes-
Robes and crowns of light;

And one sang, "Death is vanquished!"
And one, with golden voice,
Sang, "Love hath conquered over all! Oh, heaven and earth rejoice!"

ELASTERTIME ... by B.L. Zebub

Look at the chic new dresses
Pastel colors pink, yellow and blue
Easter Day is the time to show
All you have that is new.

You go to Church all spic and span
Sure that you will be seen
By jealous eyes of poorer folk
Who wear last years green.

How long these services last
Let's hurry up and go
For the walks are no longer
Clogged by Christmas snow.

These pompous rites of Easter
Impressive as they seem
Cannot match the splendor
Of the golf course green.

If Christ arose your soul to save
I am the devil and you my slave.

* * *

DO YOU REALIZE...

That Easter Sunday will commemorate two
great events. First the Resurrection
of Christ and second, the birth of
J. Denis Mercier. Hallelujahs will
ring for a double reason this year.
Congratulations to J.D.M. - he's a
good egg. Gifts limited to $5 please.
Congratulations!

To all those running for Student Board offices: Thank you for providing a stimulating election. All of you have great plans for the Board. I congratulate the winners, whoever they will be, and hope that they follow through with their programs. However, I also hope that in doing so, they do not ignore completely the ideas presented by the defeated candidates. Every one of you has a good plan. If the best of all the plans were applied by the winning candidates, perhaps the resulting action might be even better.

I realize that this is idealistic. Practically, it might not work. But of course, there is the possibility that it might. In any case, you candidates have set a precedent for all coming elections. Congratulations, again to all of you, winner of loser.

---

THE FACULTY: What Easter means to me...

Father Smith - Well I don't want to be an iconoclast but...

Mr. Tutungi - It is a serious error that the true meaning of Easter is often quite forgotten. Now we all know what is being commemorated on that day, and therefore it is very important to know that...

Miss Haugh - Logically speaking, Easter is beneficial to those people hit by the severe housing shortage, in that it gives the hope for equal placement in another world. For instance, I have a friend who...

Mr. Divita - At the time of the Resurrection, the Roman Empire was in a rapid rate of decline. Although their influence still extended over vast limits...

Mr. MacElroy - Ahem...then, If -- is the time of -- then it is fitting to -- true or false...

Monsignor Doyle - Well, you see Easter is the anniversary of the Resurrection. Now Resurrection is an interesting word. It is taken from the Latin, Resurrectus which in turn was taken from the Greek word...

---

WHAT EASTERN MEANS TO ME...

Mary Ellen Stead - Easter is sh -- uh -- ? Well we all know that -- uh, well ... Certainly no one could fail to uh, well ... I prefer not to comment on the subject.

Carolyn Koch - Easter is really sharp -- so tweed -- so collegiate. I certainly hope the eggs come in madres this year.

Carole Wong - Well, if you really want to know, I think its all right -- well there's nothing wrong with it is there?

Jim McCann - That depends on what you mean by Easter. Do you mean the day itself? It's commercial aspects, or it's religious significance?

"D. J." Brown - Hey, bay-bee, I think it's all right, you know? I just go outa my everlovin...

Pat Sabelhaus - Y'eah, you guys! It doesn't make me any difference about Easter. I just want to get home to see my girl, and that's all they are to it!

---

Then there was the one about the little boy whose Easter chickie got caught in the lawn mower. He decided to call it shredded tweet.

Our Easter Gift to You:

One egg from Easter 1960.

Love,
Ruth, Patty, Donna, Donny, and Mike